The PSU 91-097 airfoil has been designed for use on winglets of high-p€rformance sailplanes. The desiSn problem is difficult because the airfoil must operate over a wi.le range ofReynolds numbers, and this range includes values that are relatively low. To validate ihe design tools, as well as the design itself, the aiifoil was iested in the Penn State Low-Speed, Low-Turbul€nce wind Tu.nel from Reynolds
numbers of 2.,{ x 105 to 1.0 x 106. ln addiiion to free{ransition measurements, poteniial drag recluctions usin8 artificial turbulators were explored, although the benefits were found to be limited for this application. Fjnally, performance predictions from two well-known computer codes are compared to the data obtained experimentallt and both are found to generate results that are in good a8r€ement with the wind-tunnel measurements. The on-going process to improve the performance of modem sailplanes has resulted in vehicles having a l€vel of aeroclynamic refirement that is quite remarkable.
Compeiition sailplanes in classes that are restricted to maximum allowable wingspans of fift€en meters have achieved lift-to-drag ratios of nearly 50:1, while gliclers in the class wiihout a span restriction have spans ofover thirty met€rs, aspect ratios over fifty, and ma)(imum lift to drag ratios in excess of 65:1.
The design of a successful high-p€rformance sailplane is, however significantly more dilficult than striving only io maximize ihe lift-to-drag ratio. This is because in fl)'ing cross-country, the sailplane must be able to climb effectively in ihermals, as well as be able to giide effici€ntly between thermals at high speeds. Thus, a successful design must balance ihe conflicting requirements of climbing arld cruising over a broad range of possible soaring condiiions.l To climb efficiently, a sailplane must be able to circle tiShtly with a low sink rate at low speeds arld high lift coefficients-For these flighi conditions, the in.luced drag is the largest contributior to the total dra8. lnter-thermal cruise, on the oth€r hand, corresponds to flight at high speeds aJld low lift coefficients, and the profile drag is the largesi coniribu To further improve the performance of sailplanes, efforts have been on going shce ihe late 1980's to design winglets specifically for this application,2 the design goal being to reduce the induced drag more than the actdiiional area increases the profile drag. Because the induced drag clecreases and the profile drag increases with increasing airspe€d, the outcome of this trade-off is strongly dependeni on airspeed. Thus, the gains in performance that winglets provide are greaiest at low speeds and progressiveiy less as the airspeed increases. For these reasons, the airfoit used on the winglets is a criiical factor in wheth€r or not the win8lets operate as desire.l. To benefit the lowspeed climb, the airfoil must achie!,e a reasonably high maximum lift coefficient, while at high speeds and low lift coefficients, low profile ctrag is crucial-To satisfy these requirements, an airfoil has been specifically designed for this applicaiion-76 VaLLIME xxvt -luLv,2042
Design Requirements Because a winSlet does not operate €xactly as a wing does, the performance benefits if th€ aiifoil used is desiSned specifically for that purpose. To do this, it is necessary to fully d€termine the operational conditions of the winglet and how they reiate to thos€ of the wing. Because th€ principal benefit ofa winglet is in climb, the airfoil perfoimance at low fli8ht speeds is of primary importance.
Thus, the airfoilmust generate the maximum lift coefiicient required by the winSlet as the aircraft main wing approach€s stall. Likewise, low-dra8 performance over the eniire operating range is important, but must be consid erect in conjurctlon with other constraints. As the profile drag increases with velocity squared, a large drag coeffi cient at lo$, lift coefficients would severeiy penalize the aircraft performance at higher flight speeds. This drives the low lift-coefficient portion of the airfoil drag polar The degree to which these considerations influence ihe overall performance is difficult to ascertain without considering the entire flight profile of the sailplane. To do this, a method of sailplane performance has been developed that can be used to determine how much of a gain at low spee.i is needed io offset a loss at ligh speed.3 As in most airfoil desi8n efforts, the goal of rhe winglet airfoil design ls to g€nerate the lift requir€d with the lowest possible dra8. To determine the relationship between the lift-coefficient operating range of the winglet relativ€ to that of the wing, a preliminary design effort was undertak-1"2 1.0 0.8 en usinS an analysis method thai is applicable to non planar wings.3 The result of this effort, presented in Fig. 1 , is the operational lift coefficients for the winglet as th€y dep€nd on thoseofthewing. The flow fietd induced on the winglet by the wing is such that the range of lift coefficienis over which th€ winglet operates is narrower than thai of the wing. For the best performance, the operational lowdrag range of th€ winglet airfoil shoutd correspond to that of the main wing. As shown in Fig. 1 , while the wing airfoil has a low-dra8 range from lift coefficients of 0.3 tojust over 1.0, the correspondhg range for the winglet airfoii exiends from 0.5 to 1.0. Simitarly, in low-sp€ed fli8ht, the winglet should not stall b€fore the wing. For this case, although the wing reaches a maximum lft coefficieni of 1.,1, the winglet orly needs to achieve about 1.2.
Th€ relationship beiw€€n the winglet lift coefficient and that of th€ main wing is unique for €very wing/\,inglet combination, and ideallt every combination would have a specifically desisned winglet airfoil. ln addition, the infor mation neecte.t to guide ihe airfoil design depends on the details of the wingl€t geometry, which in turn, are driven by the aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil. Thus, th€ winglet/airfoil design process is it€rative. Nevertheless, giv€n the similarity of the rurrent generation of competi tion sailplanes, th€ small performance benefit that would resuli does not warrani such aJl effort for each d€sign. For this reason, the results presented in Fig Lil addition to achieving the required lift-coefficient range, the winglet airfoil must oPerate ov€r a particular range of Reynolds numbers. This is difficult because not only do the smail chords of the winglet make these Reynolds numbers quite low but also because of ihe wict€ range of Reynolds numbers over which the winglet airfoil must operate efficienttv. As shown in Fi8. 2. the tip chord of a winglei near stall speed corresponds to a Reynolds number of only 7.2 x 104, while the root at hiSh speeds operates at a Reynolds number as hiSh as 1.0 'i 106. In designing an airfoil thai must operate at such low Reynolds numbers, lamjnar separation bubbl€s and the associated incr€ases in profile ctra8 are impor{ant con-Using Lhe information pr€sented in Figs. 1 a]ld 2, the ciitical poinis of the airfoil design effort can be identified As summarized in Fig. 3 , the winglet airfoil musi have a cl,max = 12 over a Reynoldsnumber range of 7.2 x 104 (tip) to 2.8 x 105 (root). 'Ihe lower limit of the low-drag range iŝ 2 at ct = 0.5, and this must be achieved for Reynolds numbeis from 2.5 x 105 (tip) to i.0 r 106 (root). The upper limit of the low-drag range is at.t = 1.0, and must beachieved ftom R = 8.4 x1O4 (tip) to R = 3.2 x 105 (root). It should be noted that low drag coefficients at the lowest Reynolds numbers are difficult to achieve. This is not of much concem, howevei, as the low Reynolds numbers are a consequence of ihe winglet planform taPering raPidly toward the tip Even though the drag coefficients are likely to be larSe in thai region, the amouni of area affecied is small and the actudl.onrribulron to drad will not be la'3e
Finall, unlike an airfoil designed for a wing, for this aPPli .nhon.lhe pil.hu1g momenl inot d desi8n i-s,P TF'HNiC,4L SOARiNC airfoil. The first two digits in the designation indicate the year the airfoil was designed, 1994, and the last three are the thickness ratio in percent of chord, 9.7 percent. The shape of this airfoil and representativ€ pressure distributions are shown ir Fig.: 1. The predicted section characteristics are presented in Fig. 5 , and the airfoil coordinates in Table l. As shown in Fig. 5 , although the desired lower lift coef-{icient limit of the low draS range was sp€cified to b€ 0.5/ the actual design effort uses a value that is 0-2lower. This differenc€ is intenct€d as a margin for any uncertainti€s in the design specifications and the procedures, as well as to help manage tolerances in the manufacturing process. A similar margin is us€d at the upper lift-coefficient limit of lhe low-drag raJlge.
The rapid drag increases that define the low-dra8 ran8e, as can be observed in Fig. 5 , are due io the boundarylayer transition poht moving quickl), toward the leading edge for lift coefficients greater than about 1.0 on the upper s[rface, and for lift coefficients less than about0.3 on the lower surface. Thus, the lower lift-coeffici€rlt limit depends on the boundarylater development on lhe loh,er surface at that point, which, in tum, depends on the lower surface pressure distribution. The design pr€ssure distribution for this point is ihat presented in Fig. .1 for o = 2.0'. At this angle of attack, the pressure distribution has a nearly neutral gladient over much of the lower surface. This distri bution is sufficient to maintain transition aft of the 50-per-c€nt chord location over most of the operational Reynolds number range. As the Reynolds number increas€s, tie transition location gradually moves forward due to the boundary layer becoming less stable. For angles of attack Iess than 2.0', transition is predicted to move quickl), forward on the lower surface. This rapid movement is responsible for the sharp corner ai the lower limit of the Iow-drag range that is d€picted in FiB. 5. From this figur€, it can be s€en that the airfoil achieves the design Soals for tlis part of the polar atthe appropriate Reynol.ts numb€rs.
The upp€r limit of tne Low-drag ranBe depencts on the upper-surface pressure distribution at the iift coefficient that corrcsponds to o = 5.0", shown in Fig. 4 . The pressure distribution is initially very adYerse anct then decreasingly so. This results in a gradual forward movement of transition until ct = 1.0. As ihe lift coefficient increases further transition moves rapidlv foru'ard. Again, it is seen from the section charact€ristics in Fig-5 that the winglet airfoil achievas the required lifi co€ffici€nts in the appropriat€ R€ynolds number range. The hi8her drag at iower Reynolds numbers in the middle of the low-ctrat ran8e is not a factor because the airfoil does not operate at those conditions.
At the low operational Reynolds llunbers of this airfoil, the proper management of laminar sc'paration bubbles is essential to a successful design. This is accomplished on both surfaces through the use of transition (instability) ramps that caus€ transition to occur through shallow pressure rises such that the separation bubble is prevented from thickening to such an extent that it causes an excessive drag increase.4 The shallow adverse pressure gradients present o\.er the entire mid-chord re8ion of the lo\'\,er surface throughout the lo$Ldrag .ange, as can be seen in Fig.4 , are essentiallv transition ramps. While transition ramps ar€ typically much less ext€nsiv€, the long ramps employed here are necessitated bv the low Reynolds numbers at which this airfoil operates. On the upper surface, a curved lransition ramp, also se€n in Fig. . 1, extends from about 45-percent chord to nearly 65'percent throughout the lo\a-drag range.
The upper-surface pressure distribution near the maximum lift condition, presented in Fig.4 , is characterizect by a high suction peak. From the section chalacteristics in Fig 1that were manufactured using a computer-numerically-controll€d millin8 machine. The model coordinat€s were verified at the midspan using a coordinate measuring machine. The root mean-square average contour error is less than 0.003 h. Themodel has 39 pressur€ orificesonthe upper surface and 32 on the lower surface. Each orificehas a diameter of 0.016 in and is drilled perpendicular to the surfac€. The orifice locations are stagger€d in th€ spanwise direction to minimize the influence of an orifice on those To obiain drag measurements, a Pitot-static pressure probe is mounted from the ceiling of the tunnel. A traversing mechanism incrementally positions the probe across the wake. lt is automatically ali8ned with the local wake streamline as the angle of attack changes. For these tests, the probe was positioned vertically at the tunnel centerLine with the nose of the pmbe located 0.3 chords downstream of the model trailing edge.
The basic wind+unnel pressures are measur€d using piezoresistive pressure transducers. Measurements of the pressureson the model are madeby an automatic pressurescanning system. Daia are obtained and recorded using an electronic data-acquisiiion system.
Experimental Methods
The surface pressures measured on the model are reduced to standand pressur€ coefficients and numerically integrated to obtain section normal and chord-force coefficients, as well as the section pitching moment co€fficients about the quarter-chord point. Section profile-drag coefficients are computed from the wake total and static Pressures using standard proc€dures.g, f0 Low-speed windtunnel boundary corr€ctions are applied to the data.ll A total-pressure-tube displacement correction, although quite small, is also applied.g
The uncertainty of a m€asured force coeffici€nt depends on the operating conditions and generall), increases with increasing angles of attack.12 In the higher lift regions. for which the uncertainty is the geatest, the measured lift coefficients have an uncertainty of &l = 10.005. The uncertainty of the drag coefficients in low-drag range, is &ri = 4.m005, and as the angle of attack appmaches stall. this increases to A.d = 4-00015. The pitching mom€nt coeffi cients have an uncertainty of &fl = 10.002
In addition to making the quantitative measurements indicated, fl ow-visualization studies rvere performed using fluorescent oil.13 In addition to being used to determine the locations and len8ths of laminar separation bubbles as they depend on angle of attack, as well as to ictentif), turbulent separation re8ions, this method was used to verify th€ iwo-dim€nsionality of the tests. At th€ angle of attack corresponding to the upper limit of the low-drag ran8e, (r = 5", the pressure distributions presenied in Fig. 7 were obtained-Because the advers€ pressure gradieni is stronger than it is at d = 2', the uppersurfdce ldmin.ir -ep.rrnlion bubble .l R 2.4 \ 105 is dbout lGpercent chord further forward and is somewhat shoiter thart it is in that case. As ihe Reynolds number increases aJld the boundary lay€r becomes less stable, natural transition occurs before lalninal separation and the bubble dis-apPears.
Pressur€ distributions for cr = 8' at sel€cted Reynolds numbers are presented in Fig. 8 . At this angle of attack, exc€pt for a small increas€ in the leading-edg€ pr€ssure peak with increasing Reynolds number the distributions show littie infiuence of Reynolds numb€r. As confirmed by flow-visualization, a laminar separation bubble can be seen in the upper-surface pressure distribuiions. For R = 2.4 x 105, this bubble extends from about 1s-peicent chord to 28percent chord. Although it becomes shorter with increasing Reynolds numbers, it is present for all of the Reynolds numbers of these tests. With increasing angles of attack, th€ bubble moves forward and decreases in len8th, persisting through stall to angles of aitack b€yond 18".
Se.tion Characteristics
The s€ction charact€ristics of the PSU 94-097 airfoil for aI Reynolds numbers tested are shown in Fig.9 . The aiifoil maximum lift coefficient of 1.37 occurs for a Reynolds numb€r of 1.0 x 106 ai an angl€ of attack of 11". When employed on a sailplal]e winglet, however, the airfoil would never op€rate simultaneously ai high lift and high Reynolds number As is typical, the value of the maximum lifi coefficient decreases with decreasing Reynolds num-?ECHNIC,4L SOARiNC .l = 2'rqler,fp fq llx: r-*;s r)u Y+-uv I qrs r.r 6J?-?-nzrn" a an,tcrx,0i ' k'l Llr 'll'
""66{"gu e,,.. jz,ir.
r8't-i-i:r.irr:i: *=I= rjl:i iI t- bers. Nevcriheless, in the range of Reynolds numbers at which the winglet must generate maximum lift, the .l,,,rdt of 1.29 exceeds the design requirement. The low-drag raJl8e of the airfoiL is significantly affecteci by the Reynolds number. As ca be seen in FiB. 9, although the !,alues of the dr.8 coefficients in the lou-drag range always dccrease (,ith increasinS Reynolds numbers, the width of th€ low-drag range becomes narrower The lower limit at R = 1.0 x 106 occurs at.l = 0.5, as specified by the design requirements. Lik€n'ise, the upper limit, c/ = 1.0, is alsoachieveci at the appropriate Reynolcls numbers. By not generatirg a mor€ extensive low-drag range than reqlrired, the values of the drag coefficients are as low as they can be anct still have the airfoil satisfy the given design r€quireln some airfoil measurem€nts at low Reynolds numbers, a large variation of drag coefficient lvith spanr{is€ station has been reportetl.ll-16 This was explored during these tests, but no such variation was obs€rved.
Section Characteristics wirh Turbulator Tape
The performance on airfoils op€rating at low Reyrlolds numbers can sometimes be improved by using some g,pe of artificial turbulator to fo.ce the flow to transition befor€ laminar scparation occlrrs.lT By so doing, the drag due to the laminar separation bubble is climinated. For ben€fit, howevea the drag recluction ftom eliminating the bubbie must be greater than the drag due to the earlier transition plus that ofthe iurbulator itseu. To minimize the drag penalty due io ihe turbulator itself, it is important that it be no higher than the critical roughness height, the height sufficient to cause boundarylayer transition but noi greater.lS The difficulty with th€ proper turbulator sizing for a winglet airfoil is due to the wide range of angles of nlln.k nnd Reynolds l'umbe'. over wh;ch e\er) -pdllwi.e station must operate. Usilg transition ramPs intended to yield thin separatiorl bubbles that do not result in a significant drag penalty, the PSU 94-097 airfoil was designed to not benefit from the use of ariificial turbulators. To det€rmine if this effort was successful, measurements were made at a number of Reynolcis numbers with zig-zag turbulatorsl, 17 of ctifferent thicknesses placed at the 50 per cent chord locatiorl, just upstream of the laminar separation point for the upper limii of the low draS range. It was found lhdl a lrrouldtor 'ued lor R 2.1 r l0q. n rhi'lne.. of0.016 in, reduces the drag slightly at that Reynolds number, results in essentialiy the same drag as the clean airfoil ar R = 3.0 x 105, and causes a progressivel), greaier dra8 penaliy as the Reynolds number increases. Although lower R€),nolds numbers coulcl not be tesied, it is predicied that a thicker turbulator would be requir€d to cause transition at Reynolcts numbers of less than 2.0 x 105.
From these results, the .lifiiculty in employing a turbulator to reduce the drag is clear. If the turbulaior is sized for the critical rou8hrLess height corresponding to high lift co€fficienis and low Reynolds numbers, th€n it is much ioo high and causes a significant draS penalty at lower lift coefficients and higher Reynolcls numbers. If turbulator tape is only applied to ihose portions of the whglet ihat always operate at a low €nough R€),nolds number to benefit, then only the last few rnches of the outboard portion of ihe whglei u'ordd be affecied. Ii is questionable ifsuch a small clrag reduction over such a small area justifies the effort. This conclusion is supported by three-dimensional windtunnel measurements performed on an entire whglet ihat used the PSU 94-097 airfoil.l9 ln these experimenis, n1 which the drag polar of the whglet iisalf was measured, it was found that artificial turbulators did not improve the Iift-io-dra8 ratio of the winglet.
Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results
To validate the computational toois used in the design process, the experimental measurements were compared to predictions made using tivo w€ll-known codes, PROFILs and XFOIL.20 Boih codes use a panel method to predict the outer (potential) flow, and account for viscous effects using an integral boundary-layer approach. In PROFIL, transition is predicted Lrsing a relatively new method that accounis for ihe Lrpstream instability history of the bound-?ECHNICAL sO.4RING l-ig. 10 Comparison of measured clesign point pressure distributions ai R = 1.0 x 10.6 to inviscid theory. aryla),er by integrating the margin betu'een the aciual properties of the boundary layer at a point, and the r.alues those properties would have if the boundart, ]a),er were neutrally stable at that poirt.2l Tr sition is preclicted when ihe integratecl amount of boundarylayer "instabili ty" reaches a certain level. This information is also used in an empirical method to calcLrlate the drag due to laminar separation bubbles. Transition prediction in XFOIL is accomplished using a simplified envelope procedure for ihe so-called en-methocl.
Pressure Distriburions
The comparisons of iheoretical anci experimental pres sure distributions for the PSU 94-097 airfoil are presented in Fig-10 . The angies ofattack of the experimental pressure clistributions presenied are for the design points,2.0",5.0', and 8.0". They were measured at a Reynolds nlrmber of 1.0 x 106. The inviscid theoretical results w€re calculated using PROFIL, and correspond to the same lift coefficients as the experimental ones. The agreement between the predicted and experimental pressure distributions is quite good except, of course, where laminar separation bubbles are present. The inviscid predictions do not account for laminar separation bubUt"".4 5 g".ut,." ."poration is not taken into accorult by the inviscid theort the agreement between the predicted and measured pressure djstributions deteriorates as the angle of attack increases,
Section Characteristics
The comparison of the theoretical and exp€rimental section (haracteristics for a Re),nolds number of 2.1 r 105 rs pres€ntecl in FiB. 11. The lift-curve slope is well predicted by XFOIL and appears to havebeen donesoby PROFIL. In actualitt PROFIL simply uses a value of 2trlractian until separation is predicted at higher angles ofattack. Once this occuB, a correction is applied to lift-curve slopc, although it is apparent that this correction is not sufficient to fllly account for the influence of the separated flow. The zerolift anSles of attack from both theories an.l the experiment are also in €xcellent agreement.
The prediction of cl,,?r!rr by both m€thods is good. The PROFIL code achieves an accurate prediction of cl,,,lar for VOLUME XXVI -1 1y,2002 -0.5 airfoils havinS a rapid forward movementofthe separation point with increasing angles of attack, but this is not the case if the forwarcl movem€nt is more gradual. For these cases, an empirical criterion has been developed that has given reasonably reliable results. Specifically, this criterion is that cl,max occurs when the upper-surfac€ profile drag coefficient reaches the value given b), cd.n = o.ffi172 x \1x:06 /R) 1/8 For this airfoil, this yields a cl,,,rdr that is in Bood agreement with the measured value. The XFOIL prediction, although slightly higher, is also close to the value meas-Althou8h the pitching-moment co€fficient is not much of an issue for this airfoil, its prediction by PROFIL is somewhat too n€gative. The pitching-moment coefficient prediction by XFOIL is reasonabl), good.
The drag coefficients predicted by th€ two methods are in close agreement, and both a8ree well with ihe experimental results. Outside rhe low-drag range, the values from both theoretical methods and the measurements are essentially the same. The upper limit of the lo$-ctrag range is predicted slightl]'better b],the PROFIL code, while the TECHNICAL SOI4RING 86 VOLUME ) voLUME Xxvt 1u4t,2002 lower limit is predicted better by XFOIL. ln the low ctraS range, the PROFIL predictions are somewhat closer to the measurements in the upper part of the range, and the experimental results are in between lhe two pre.lictions in the lower part. Overall, given the problems of predicting and mensuring aerod),namic characteristics at such low Reynolds numbers, the agreement among the trvo theories and the experiment is notable.
The theoretical predictions from the two methods ar€ presented dlont h ith wnd-tunnel results for R = {.0 \ 105 in Fig. 12 , and for R = 1.0 x 106 in Fig. 13 . For the most part the agreement becomes better as the Reynolds number increases. At R = 1.0 x 106, the smooth forward movement of transition has causad the sharp comers of the low-dra8 range to disappear, and the predictions of the two theori€s and the experimental ctata are closer than at the lower Reynolds numb€rs. Still, the higher lift-coefficient reBion of the measured low-clrag rante is predicted more closely by PROFIL, while the lower lift-coefficient re8ion is predicted more closely by XFOIL. In addition, the cl,max predictions of both methods are now slightly high, but still quite reasonable.
Concluding Remarks
An airfoil, the PSU 94"097, has been desiSned for use on winglets of high-performance sailplanes. Because of the low operational Reynolds number of this airfoil, along with the fact that it must operate well ov€r such a wide range of Reynolds numbenj, it is likely that improved winglet performance could be achieved by using different airfoils over the wrrglct -pdn. h) this way, the compromises necessary to accomplish the design requirements over such a broad operating range could be r€duced, and the us€ of a family of airfoils, €ach desi$ed to operat€ over a much narrower rmge of conditions, would benefit performance. To validate the desiSn effort, the PSU 9.1-097 airfoil was tested in the Penn State Low-Speed, Low-Turbulence Wind Tunnel. The section characteristics wele also evaluated using two highl), regarded two-dim€nsional airfoil codes.
Overall. the agreement between the theoretical predictions and the measurements is excellent. The good agreement beiween the two theories and, in tum, the agreement with the measurem€nts, lends confidence to the theoreticai design tools, and to the predicted airfoil performance itself. ln all respects, the PSU 94-097 airfoil was found to satisfy ihe design requirements. lThomas E, F |.lntt@1tt1ts of Sni4 rtu Dpsis'], Judah Milgram, translator and contributor Colleg€ Park Press, College Park, Maryland, 1999. Determination of Critical Height of Distributect Roughness Particles for Boundary-Layer Transition at Mach Numbers From 0 to 5," NACA TN 4363, 1958. l9Thorsen, o.n., ". 
